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Summary:

A standard cointegration model for West German employment is compared to a
model including structural breaks in the long-run relation. To identify stiuctural
breaks two different algorithms are applied: First, an algorithm based on the in-
dividual search for only one structural break, independent of additional breaks.
Second, a simultaneous process searching for two breaks. Both corresponding
estimations show that persistence is attributed to structural breaks in the long-
run relation and not to a degenerating adjustment process. The second algo-
rithm proofs to be superior since it allows to detect breaks which can only be
identified in combination with other shiíts.
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1. Introduction and econometric specification

Generally, the path-dependence property of a system's equilibrium can be attri-
buted to a kind of instability. Path-dependence can occur in two different cases:
First, in the case of indifference or global instability, when any adustment pro-
cess is degenerated and, second, in the case of the occurrence of local insta-
bility, when a sudden alteration of a system's state due to an exogenous
change occurs (Amable et al. (1992)). There, the path-dependence has the
form of a structural break in the equilibrium input-output relation. In time series
models, global instability is modelled via linear difference equations containing
unit roots, whereas simple models with structural shifts employ dummy-vari-
ables. We will try to model the two types simultaneously, considering the possi-
bility of structural breaks in the cointegrating relation. For this purpose, we es-
timate two types of cointegration models of German employment. First, a stan-
dard model without structural breaks where all persistence effects conceming
the relation between the variables are attributed to an unit root in the dynamics
of the system. I.e. the adjustment process towards an equilibrium relation
(which is actually not given in this case) is degenerated. Second, a model in-
cluding structural breaks in the long-run relation. These structural breaks ap-
pear when strong economic disturbances occur, i.e. the equilibrium itself is
path-dependent.

In the standard model, persistence in West German employment could lead to
an insignificant error-correction parameter according to a unit root, whereas in
the structural break-augmented model persistence might be attributed to
structural shifts. Since generally persistence is analysed in the standard model,
the occurrence of a unit root will be more probable than in the structural break-
augmented model. The unit root in the standard cointegration model might not
be attributed to the degeneration of the adjustment process but rather to a mis-
specification in form of an ex-ante exclusion of the possibility of structural
breaks due to serious economic shocks. Integration of a single variable corre-
sponds to a first unit root: all past changes of the considered variable leave an
infinite effect, since the Ievel is determined by the summation of all past distur-
bances. We, however, are interested in equilibrium relafions between variables.
A degeneration of the adjustment process towards equilibrium relations is de-
scribed by a second unit root. Therefore, we have to test for a unit root in the
"error", i.e. the deviation from the presumed equilibrium relation, which is con-
ducted via a test for cointegration.

We set up a relation for West Germany between: employment [BSI, employed
residents; source: Statistisches Bundesamt], the index of negotiated standard
wages [WTR - WT I PPID; WT - negotiated standard wages (source: Bundes-
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bank); PPID -'PPI all items' (source: OECD)], gross domestic product [1991
prices, BIP91; source: DIW], price index of imported crude oil [PIOE, source:
Statistisches Bundesamt], a linear trend [TREND] and a constant. The linear
trend serves as a proxy for technical progress. A logarithmic transformation
(indicated by "L") is applied to all series. A seasonal adjustment is conducted
via seasonal dummies [D1, D2, D3 for the first, second and third quarter]. The
models are estimated using the cointegrating techniques proposed by Baner-
jee, Dolado, Mestre (1992), Engle, Granger (1987) and Hendry (1993). We are
able to confirm the hypothesis that all series in the model are integrated of the
order I(1), which serves as a prerequisite for cointegration. For seasonal ad-
justment, we choose differences on a year-per-year basis (annual growth rates)
with regard to tests of the order of integration and the specification of error-cor-
rection models (ECMs). To test for cointegration we estimate the relation
LBSI-f(LWTR, LPIOE, LBIP91, TREND, D1, D2, D3) by OLS. The index of real
negotiated standard wages is included with a lead of two periods.t

2. An error-correction model without structural breaks

Since residual based cointegration tests implicitly impose an a-priori common
factor-restriction, we use a simple test based on the estimated error-correction
coefficient in the EC representation as proposed by Kremers, Ericsson, Dolado
(1992, pp. 326 ff.) and Banerjee, Dolado, Mestre (1992, p. 231). This test is
more efficient by relying on unrestricted ECMs and allows a direct test of the
null that the adjustment process to an equilibrium is degenerated.

We test the hypotheses that there is only one cointegrating vector and that it
enters (only) the employment equation. For this purpose, we use the sequential
Johansen procedure.2 Statistical inference with respect to the parameters of
cointegrating equations in the presence of unit roots heavily relies on the weak
exogeneity of the regressors W4BP91, W4WTR and W4PIOE. To avoid a po-
tential simultaneous equation bias and to secure that the t~(1)-Statistics as well
as the cointegration parameters are asymptotically N(l),1)-distributed, tests on
weak exogeneity as usual t-tests on the error-correction parameter in the so-
called marginal models of W481P91, W4WTR and W4PIOE are successfully
conducted (Hansen, Kim (1994), p. 8, Hendry (1993), pp. 15 ff.). For estimation
we choose the robust two step method by Engle, Granger (1987). The ECM is
specified by the "general to the specific"-method. A constant is included since
drift terms were found in the unit-root test for the individual variables.

i

2

In Germany negotiated wage contracts in the typical case cover 1 to 2 years. The lead of two
quarters therefore possibly corresponds to an "average" anticipation horizon.
Johansen (1991). Cointegration is indicated when structural break dummies, assigned as in
Tab. 1, are implemented in the cointegrating relation.
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Kremers, Ericsson, Dolado ( 1992, pp. 328 ff.) demonstrate that distributional
results from 'standard' asymptotic theory generally do not apply without further
assumptions to the empirical tECM-value under the null of no cointegration but
that tECM is asymptotically normally distributed under the altemative. Assuming
the cointegration vector to be known, the distribution of the tECM-value can be
approximated by a standard normal distribution in many cases and one can
dispense with the higher critical values implied by the ADF cointegration test.
Banerjee, Dolado, Mestre ( 1992) extend this test concept to the case of ex ante
not known cointegration vectors and derive critical values for the distribution of
the tECM-value and up to five (weakly) exogenous cointegrating regressors. An
important finding from the dynamic model is that the error-correction term (EC)
in the standard model wíthout structural breaks is statistically insignificant
(-0.06; t-value: -2.30) according to the critical values by Banerjee, Dolado,
Mestre ( 1992).3

3. Structural breaks in the long-run equilibrium relation

3.1 Independent Determination of Breaks

Our objective is, however, to differentiate between hysteresis caused by struc-
tural shifts and persistence based on unit roots expressed via an insignificant
cointegration parameter. We expect an increasing significance and absolute
value of the error-correction parameter if structural breaks are considered in an
adequate manner. In order to determine the date of structural breaks in the co-
integrating regression, a special procedure is applied.' The structural break is
modelled in a very simple way: A dummy variable is specified to cover a shift in
the ordinate. Starting at value 0; at a given date this dummy changes its value
to 1. The date of the (0,1)-switch of the dummy variable is defined for every
possible period, and the corresponding cointegrating regression is estimated in
each case. The residuals of every of these long-run equilibrium regressions are
applied to approximate the "error" in the short run error-correction regression.
Fig. 1(a) displays the development of the error-correction parameter C(1) and
the Rz of the error-correction regression according to the underlying date of the
structural shift.

3

4

To be concise, these results are not tabulated here. The relevant critical value for the 5 ~o-
significance level is -3.36. See Banerjee, Dolado, Mestre (1992), appendix, table 2.
For the respektive batch-program see the annex. Banerjee, Lumsdaine, Stock (1992) use a
similar sequential procedure to determine structural breaks. In contrast to the procedure
applied in our paper they emphasize sequential mean - andlor trend shifts in a univariate
ADF-test equation of the Perron (1989) type. See also Belke (1996).
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Fig. 1: Determination of the date of structural breaks
(a) R-squared and errror-correction-parameter (C(t )) (b) Corrected F-Statistic dependent on the
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Tab. 1: Cointegrating regression with 3 modelled structural breaks
OLS, dependent variable: LBSI Sample: 1970.1-1992.2, 90 included observations

Variable Coeff. T-Statistic
Constant 7.526191 27.04507 R2:0.9608
ORD2 -0.022238 -3.710572 DW:1.176
ORD3 -0.022490 -4.200130 Akaike IC: -9.326755
ORD4 0.020264 4.795265 Schwarz IC: -9.021223
LWTR 2 -0.161816 -3.924092
LPIOE -0.011335 -3.634328 Assignment of the
LBIP91 -4 0.412139 8.653979 structural break dummies:
TREND 0.000571 1.753584 ORD2 - 1 for 73.4-92.2, else 0
D1 0.016859 3.709650 ORD3 - 1 for 82.3-92.2, else 0
D2 0.008183 2.410786 ORD4 - 1 for 89.2-92.2, else 0
D3 0.007755 2.587591

The slopes of the R2 and C(1)-estimates show interesting features. Dependent
on the date of structural shifts in the cointegrating regression, the goodness of
fit of the error-correction regression is the better, the higher the error-correction
parameter's absolute magnitude. The periods of structural breaks can be deter-
mined as the periods with the highest values of R2 and of the absolute magni-
tude of the error-correction parameter. According to the three local maxima in
the R2-plot we detected three major structural breaks in the following periods:
the last quarter of 1973, the third quarter of 1982 and the second quarter of
1989.5 Using this timing, three shift dummies are specified to reestimate the
cointegrating and the EC regression (Tab. 1 and 2). ORD2 and ORD3 might be
interpreted as an approximation of the structural shift induced by the first and
second oil price shock. It is widely accepted that the restrictive fiscal and mone-
tary policies in Western Europe taking place in the early eighties contributed to
the tightening of the labour market represented by ORD3. The positive sign of

5 The identified breakpoints are very similar to the ones emerging in case of an univariate
representation of the German unemployment rate. See Belke (1996).
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the coefficient of ORD4 may indicate the (anticipated) positive employment
effects of the German reunification.

C(1) and R2 can be regarded as random variables and, thus, are allowed to
vary within a confidence interval without indicating a structural break. In addi-
tion, such confidence intervals tend to get larger if one proceeds sequentially. In
order to examine the stability of the long-term employment relation we conduct
a sequential F-sample split test (Hansen, Kim (1994), pp. 9 ff., and Schr6er,
Stahlecker (1995), pp. 6 ff.). For this purpose, an unrestricted regression
model, the cointegrating relation including an addítional structural break-
dummy, is compared to a restricted (original) model. The output is an F-statistic
based on the difference between residual sums of squares in the restricted and
the unrestricted regression. We conduct a global test as a sequence of indivi-
dual tests for every possible breakpoint.

The usual significance level for individual F-tests is not retained in our global
sequential test. For a1 as significance of an individual test, according to the
Bonferroni-inequality the significance level of the global test ak may not exceed
a~ times (number of tests k) resp. ai times (number of possible breakpoints):
ak 5 k.ai ~ ai ? aklk . If there is no overlapping of the areas of rejection of the
null hypothesis of the individual tests the inequality would degenerate to an
equality (Schráer, Stahlecker (1995), pp. 6 f; therefore, applying the inequality
as an equality is recommended only if k is not too large). Only in this extreme
case, for an overall significance level of ak-5'Io and conducting k-88 tests, indi-
vidual tests have to be performed at the (stricter) level of ai-0.05680~o resp.
Fkrit(a,)-12.9. Since in our case there are overlapping areas of rejection and a-
priori information on the localisation of the structural breaks this most conserva-
tive critical F-value represents the upper bound for inference. Regarding these
problems, we compare the empirical F-values to both, the upper bound
Fkrit(a,)-12.9 and the lower (individual) value Fkrit(oy~-5io)-3.96. The F-statistic
based on the estimated residuals EC1 of the standardcointegrating regression
on p endogenous lags (corrected for non-i.i.d.-properties) Fber is:

(t) EC11-Pi.EC1t-~t...tSP.EC1t.pfet

Fber - (óec~ I ~)2- F with ~ - (1-~i -...-~p)-~ ~ 1' ~ ei I (T-P)
-pt1

A lag length of p-5 proves to be sufficient according to the usual test statistics
(Hamilton (1994), p. 610, Schróer, Stahlecker (1995), p. 7). Fig. 1(b) shows the
realisations of the corrected F-statistic Fber for the hypothesis of no structural
break in the constant of the cointegrating regression. Obviously, the null hypo-
thesis of no structural break in the cointegrating relation can be rejected at the
5o~o-level supposing individual tests. Moreover, the assignment of the structural
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break dummies chosen above (ORD2 -1 for 73.4-92.2, else 0; ORD3 -1 for

82.3-92.2, else 0; ORD4-1 fiir 89.2-92.2, else 0) is corroborated in a convin-
cing manner. The upper bound Fkrit(a,) is not exceeded. However, the validity of
the upper bound is limited because of overlapping areas of rejection and a-
priori information on the structural breaks.

According to the test statistics, the hypothesis that our dynamic employment
model is an adequate description of the data generating process cannot be re-
jected. Most important, the error-correction term (EC) is statistically highly sig-
nificant according to the relevant critical values tabulated by Banerjee, Dolado,
Mestre (1992) for a sample size of 100 and three exogenous regressors. Since
the empirical t-value of -4.317 is distinctly lower than the 5o~o-critical t-value of -
3.82 , the null hypothesis of no cointegration has to be rejected on the 5'~0-
level. In addition, the fit improves compared to the ECM without structural
breaks and is quite impressive.

Tab. 2: ECM with 3 modelled structural breaks in the cointegrating regression

OLS, dependent variable: W4BSI; Sample: 1971.1-1992.3, 87 included observations

Variable Coeff. T-Stat.
Constant -0.001244 -2.500 R2: 0.969166; DW: 2.068
EC -1 C 1--0.1485 -4.317 AIC: -11.98324; SchC: -11.78484
W4BSI -1 1.167154 14.105 Jarque-Bera Test: 1.44361
W4BSI -2 -0.298734 -3.893 Breusch-Godfrey Test (lag 8):
W4WTR -0.014028 -1.275 F-stat.:1.430
W4BIP91 0.105384 6.297 ARCH Test (lag 8): F-stat.: 0.9125
W4PIOE -0.001739 -1.872

The analysis shows that the hypothesis of a long-run equilibrium relationship
between LBSI, LWTR, LBIP91 and LPIOE adjusted by a deterministic trend has
to be accepted once structural breaks in the cointegrating regression are taken
into consideration. These breaks can be economically interpreted as results of
relatively rare 'crash' kind of shocks which significantly alter the employment
system dynamics. Thus, our model of structural-break-hysteresis is corrobora-
ted. For a more comprehensive representation of this procedure see Belke,
G~cke (1997).

However, one serious weakness of the procedure remains: three structural
breaks are determined independent of each other. That is to say, the algorithm

is in each case based on only one structural break in the cointegrating equa-
tion. Theoretically, in the algorithm we have to take account of the same num-
ber of structural breaks (i.e. three) as in our final model.
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3.2 Simultaneous Determination of Breaks

In order to cope with the above mentioned weaknesses we have tried to build
up an algorithm searching for multiple breaks in a simultaneous manner. How-
ewer, due to computational complexity and due to the exponentially increasing
computation time, we only take the next (but not least) logical step in the direc-
tion of modeling multiple structural breaks. In our extended search algorithm
(see annex) any combination of two breakpoints is taken into account.

The structural breaks are modelled in a manner analogous to the reference al-
gorithm: Now, two (instead of one) dummy variables are specified to cover ordi-
nate shifts. The date of the (0,1)-switch of the dummy variables is defined for
every possible period, and the corresponding cointegrating regression is again
estimated for each possible case. As above, the residuals of every of these
cointegrating regressions are applied to approximate the "error" in the short-run
EC regression.

The development of the EC parameter C(1) and the R2 of the EC regression
according to the underlying date of the two simultaneous structural shifts is
plotted for our two-dimensional procedure in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, a perspective re-
presentation of the three-dimensional RZ-distribution according to the localisa-
tion of the two simultaneous breakpoints is presented. In Fig. 2a the same R2-
plane is plotted in form of a topographical map (bird's-eye view). We choose an
analogous representation for the EC-parameter (Fig. 3 and 3a). Due to the
symmetry of the results, only the upper right triangle is plotted.

- Fig. 2, 2a and 3, 3a about here -

The two-dimensional sequence of the R2 and C(1)-estimates reveal striking
features. Dependent on the 2-tupels of dates of simultaneous structural shifts in
the cointegrating regression, the goodness of fit of the error-correction regres-
sion tends to be the better, the higher the error-correction parameter's absolute
magnitude is. The periods of structural breaks can be derived from the 2-tupels
with the highest values of R2 and of the absolute magnitude of the error-correc-
tion parameter.

The main results are the following:

(1) The two-dimensional algorithm leads to the highest local R2-maxima and at
the same time to the highest absolute values of the EC-parameter for the follo-
wing combination of breakpoints:
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Tab. 3: Selected breakpoint-combinations ( local maxima)

Combination of breakpoints Estimated EC-parameter R2
(a) 73.4 I 82.3 - 0.1188 96.785
(b) 73.4 I 89.2 - 0.1107 96.627
(c) 79.3 I 89.2 - 0.1273 96.752
(d) 82.3 I 89.2 - 0.1146 96.719

(2) The timing of the breakpoints according to the simple algorithm is corrobo-
rated ( See Fig. 1 and Tab. 1). The identification of the breakpoints based on
the simple procedure seems to be robust. Even in combination with other possi-
ble breakpoints the already detected structural shifts show high R2 and abso-
lute EC-parameters. This is illustrated by an inspection of Fig. 2a and 3a. For
each of these already detected breakpoints a"crest"-line in the R2IC(1)-planes
appears. Due to the symmetry of possibte combinations, these "crest"-lines are
mirrored by the "principal diagonal".

(3) In contrast to the simple procedure a new possible breakpoint is detected
with the combination (c) (79.3I 89.2). The breakpoint 79.3 appears to be only a
minor local R2-maximum in the one-dimensional plot. However, together with
breakpoint 89.2 it leads to a relatively high local maximum of the R2 and the
absolute EC-parameter. Thus, a simultaneous examination of possible break-
points proofs to be very useful for our purposes. Othenvise, there might be
cases where the one-dimensional search process is insufficient to capture a
single break that merely is a part of a combination of several breaks.

According to these new results, two additional estimations are of interest. First,
the EC-estimation which is based solely on the combination (79.3 I 89.2). Parts
of the results are stated in Tab. 3. Second, the ECM with 3 modelled structural
breaks in the cointegrating regression (as stated in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2), aug-
mented by an additional fourth break located at 79.3. Our concem is to test
whether shifts in (79.3 ~ 89.2) together with the two other shifts in 73.4 and 82.3
lead to better results or whether the shift in 79.3 is already implicitly included by
the breaks in 73.4 and 82.3. The results are shown in Tab. 4 and 5.

The estimation results of the former cointegration regression (Tab. 1) are prin-
cipally reproduced. The signs of the coefficients of the formerly identified struc-
tural breaks remain the same. As expected, the coefficient of ORD5 (79.3) is
positive. Obviously, the recovery in terms of employment after the first oil price
shock was not interrupted by the second oil price shock. By this, a well known
prior by many economists, i.e. that the first oil price shock had by far more se-
rious negative employment impacts than the second, is corroborated. The re-
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sults also indicate that the tightening of the labour market in the early eighties

represented by ORD3 (82.3) has to be ascribed to the restrictive fiscal and mo-
netary policies in Western Europe only, and not anymore additionally to the
second oil price shock.

Tab. 4: Cointegrating regression with four simultaneously identified breaks

OLS, dependent variable: LBSI; Sample: 1970.1-1992.3, 90 included observations

Variable Coeff. T-Statistic
Constant 7.794970 27.60936 R2:0.964545
ORD2 -0.012889 -1.953841 DW:1.187331
ORD3 -0.017349 -3.195772 Akaike IC: -9.404939
ORD4 0.025520 5.747994 Schwarz IC: -9.071631
ORD5 0.019156 2.870252
LWTR 2 -0.087006 -1.839541 Assignment of the
LPIOE -0.016011 -4.708065 structural break dummies:
LBIP91 -4 0.377364 8.001014 ORD2 - 1 for 73.4-92.2, else 0
TREND -8.71 E-05 -0.225086 ORD3 -1 for 82.3-92.2, else 0
D1 0.015068 3.428983 ORD4 - t for 89.2-92.2, else 0
D2 0.008080 2.486883 ORD5 - 1 for 79.3-92.2, else 0
D3 0.007250 2.522847

Tab. 5: ECM with simultaneously identified structural breaks

OLS, dependent variable: W4BSI; Sample: 1971.1-1992.3, 87 included observations

Variable Coeff. T-Stat.
Constant -0.001280 -2.612 R2: 0.970037 ; DW: 2.1126
EC -1 C 1--0.1623 -4.637 AIC: -12.01189; SchC: - 11.81348
W46SI -1 1.157743 14.236 Jarque-Bera Test: 1.5713; Prob.: 0.45582
W4BSI -2 -0.294779 -3.898 Breusch-Godfrey Test (lag 8):
W4WTR -0.015263 -1.407 F-stat.:2.090
W4BIP91 0,109941 6.740 ARCH Test (lag 8): F-stat.: 0.847412
W4PIOF -0001,3,5 1 9t30

All in all, the usual criteria indicate a correct specification of the ECM. The error-
correction term (EC) is again statistically highly significant according to the rele-
vant critical values tabulated by Banerjee, Dolado, Mestre ( 1992) for a sample
size of 100 and three exogenous regressors. The empirical t-value of -4.637
(old: -4.317) is distinctly lower than even the 1 o~o-critical t-value of -4.49 . The
null hypothesis of no cointegration has thus to be rejected even at the 1 o~o-level
(previously: 5o~o-level). The fit improves compared to the ECM with three struc-
tural breaks.

4. Conclusion

In order to differentiate between unit root-persistence and structural break-
hysteresis we have estimated two types of cointegration models for West Ger-
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man employment. The standard model has been compared to a model includ-
ing structural breaks in the long-run relation between employment and its de-
terminants. To identify structural breaks two different algorithms have been
applied: First, an algorithm based on the individual search for only one struc-
tural break, independent of additional breaks. Second, an algorithm based on a
simultaneous process searching for two breaks in the cointegrating regression.
The estimations based on both algorithms have shown that persistence is pro-
bably attributed to structural breaks in the long-run relation and not to a degen-
erating adjustment process. Thus, a unit root in the standard model possibly re-
veals a misspecification in the form of an ex-ante exclusion of the possibility of
structural breaks in the equilibrium relation due to serious economic shocks.
The second algorithm proofed to be superior since it allows to detect breaks
which can only be identified in combination with other structural shifts.

The differentiation between unit root-persistence and structural break-hystere-
sis has serious implications for the adequate design of labour market policies.
In the case of unit root-persistence there is actually no real equilibrium relation
between employment and real wages or the domestic product. Therefore, in the
unit root case economic disturbances or the use of policy measures like modest
wage increases or demand pull policies will have persistent effects due to the
underlying indifference equilibrium situation. In contrast, in the case of structural
breaks, the entire equilibrium relation has shifted. Hence, after a negative shock
causing a negative shift in the relation between employment and wages,
modest wage negotiations or an increasing national product will not lead back
to a high employment as long as this "positive shock" is not big enough to
induce another (positive) shift in the equilibrium relation. Thus, a permanent in-
crease in unemployment which is due to structural break-hysteresis tends to be
more resistent against economic remedy measures.
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ANNEX

A.1 MicroTSP-I EViews-batch-program for the one-dimensional localisation of

a structural break in the cointegrating regression
SMPL 1960.1 1993.6 -
GENR ORD2 e 1
FOR l1n0 TO 94
SMPL 1970.1 1970.1t11
GENR ORD2 a 0
SMPL 70.1 9a.a
NL3 LBSI a C(31)tC(32)'ORD2tC(33)'LWTR(2)tC(34)'LPIOE
tC(35)'LHIP91(-6)rC(36)'TRENDaC(37)'D1tC(38)'DaaC(39)'D3
GENR EC a RESID
SMPL 71.1 92.3
NL3 WdBSI - C(1)'EC(-1)tC(2)'W4HSI(-1)tC(3)'W4HSI(-a)tC(6)'WdWTR
tC(5)'W48IP91tC(6)'W4PIOE
SMPL 70.1t11 70.1t11
GENR A2 ~ QA2
GENA DW a ~DW
GENR C1 ~ C(1)
NEXT

A.2 Extended batch-program for the simultaneous two-dimensional localisation
of two structural breaks in the cointegrating regression

!en . 70.1
lea - 9a.2In.9o
ea~pl ! aa 1 aa
GENR ORD1 ~ 1
cENA oADa ~ 1
GENR ORD3 0 1
matrix(!n-2,1n-2) R-2COINT
matrix(ln-a,ln-2) ORD-1
matrix(!n-a,ln-2) ORD-a
matrix(!n-2,1a-2) ORD-3
matrix(!n-a,ln-2) R-aEC
matrix(!n-2,1a-2) C-EC
EQIIATION e~coint.LS LHSI ORD1 LWTR(2) LPI08 LHIP91(-4) TREND D1 DaD3
R 2COINT ~ era
FÓR li~l TO In-a

FOR ljsl TO !i
amyl !nn !ea
GENR ORD1 ~ 1
GENR ORD2 ~ 1
GENR OAD3 ~ 1
SMPL laa laatli
GENR ORD2 ~ 0
SMPL laa lanflj
GENR ORD3 - 0
IF li~~tj THEN
SMPL !an !ea
EQVATION e~coint.L3 LBSZ ORD1 ORD2 OAD3 LWTA(a) LPIOB

LHIP91(-4) TREND D1 Da D3
GENA 8C ~ RESID
A-aCOINT(li,lj) ~ t}r2
ORD-1(li,l~) ~ c(1)
oAD-alli,l~) - c(2)
ORD-3(li,l~) ~ c(3)

ENDIF
IF li~lj TBEN
SD1PL ! an 1 sn
EQIIATION e~coiat.LS LHSI ORD1 ORD2 LWTR(2) LPIOE LHIP91(-4)

TRBND DS Da D3
GENA EC A88ID
R-aCOINT(li,lj) s Qr2
ORD-1(!i,!") : c(1)
ORD-2(li,l~) ~ c(2)
ORD-3(!i,! ) a 0

ENDIF
3MPL lant4 leatl
EQVATION a~ec.LS W6HSI~c(10)iC(1)'EC(-1)tC(a)'W4BSI(-1)t

C(3)'W6BSI(-a)iC(4)'W6WTRtC(5)'W68IP91iC(6)'W4PIOE
R-2EC(!i,!') m 64r2c-EC(li,,;i - c(1)

NEXT
NEXT



Fig. 2: R2 of the EC-regressions
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Fig. 2a: R2 of the EC-regressions (bird's-eye view)
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Fig. 3: Absolute values of the EC-parameter
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Fig. 3a: Absolute values of the EC-parameter (bird's -eye view)
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